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1. Introduction. In the introduction to [7], Ward discusses the problem of

characterizing "one-dimensional" topological spaces by their inherent order

properties. The second characterization of compact local trees appearing in this

paper is just such a theorem. The first characterization is necessary for the proof

of the second and is stated as

Theorem A. A necessary and sufficient condition that a locally connected con-

tinuum be a local tree is that it have at most finitely many prime chains, each of

which is composed of finitely many arcs meeting only at their endpoints.

To state our second main theorem we will use the following conventional

notation: if < is a partial order relation (reflexive, anti-symmetric, transitive)

on a set P, then for x e P

L(x) = {yeP: y < x},

M(x) = {yeP : x < y}.

Theorem B. If X is a compact, Hausdorff space, then a necessary and sufficient

condition that X be a local tree is that X admit a partial order relation < such that

(i)  < is semicontinuous;

(ii)  < is order dense;

(iii) for x e X and yeX, L{x) n L(y) is the nonvoid union of finitely many

chains;

(iv) the set {x e X: there exists b<x such that x lies in the boundary of M(b)} is

finite.

The author wishes to express his debt and appreciation to L. E. Ward, Jr. for

his encouragemenf and suggestions.

2. Preliminary remarks. Let A, B, C be subsets of a topological space X.

If B n C=<f> = B n C, then we write B\C. If

A = B\JC,       B\C,       B^4>^C,
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then we say A =B u C is a separation of A. If A' is connected, then a subset D

of X is said to separate two subsets M and N of X in case

X-D = BuC,       B\C,       M <= B,       N <= C.

By a continuum we mean a compact, connected, Hausdorff space. If points p and

q of a connected space X cannot be separated by any point of X, then we write

p~q. Aprime chain of A"is a nondegenerate subcontinuum E containing distinct

elements a and b with a~6, and representable as

E = {xe X : a ~ x and x ~ b}.

In §2 of [3], the reader will find essentially the following

Proposition 2.1. Let E be a nondegenerate subset of a continuum X. E is a prime

chain of X if and only if E is maximal in X with respect to the property that for each

pair p, q of elements of E,p~q.

If A is a subset of a topological space X, then we let F(A) denote the boundary

of A ; that is, F(A) is the set of points x of X such that each neighborhood of x

(= open set containing x) meets both A and X—A.

A point x of a connected space A' is a cutpoint of X if x separates two points of

X. A point x of X is an endpoint if for each neighborhood U of x there exists a

neighborhood V of x such that F<= [/ and /r(K)= F- V contains exactly a single

point. In [3], Wallace proves the following theorem in item (2.10):

Theorem 2.2. For each point x of a continuum exactly one of the following is

valid: x is a cutpoint; x is an endpoint; or x is contained in a unique prime chain.

If C is a subset of a partially ordered set P, and for each x and y in C if x<y

or y < x, then < is said to be a linear order on C, and C is called a chain in P.

A maximal chain is a chain properly contained in no other chain. If A<=P, then

an element x of A is said to be minimal (maximal) in A in case L(x) n A={x}

(M(x) n A={x}). A point 0 in a partially ordered set P is called a zero in case

0 < x for all x in P. Finally, P is said to be order dense (and the partial order on

P is also called order dense) in case for x<y in P, there exists z in P such that

x<z<y.

A partial order relation on a topological space X is said to be semicontinuous

if M(x) and L(x) are closed subsets of X for each x in X. Let A1 be a compact,

Hausdorff space with a semicontinuous partial order. In [4] Wallace shows every

closed subset of X has maximal and minimal elements, so that each closed chain in

X has a unique maximal element and a unique minimal element. He also shows

that maximal chains are closed. If we require further that X be order dense, then

by Theorem 4 of [5] each maximal chain is connected. Thus in X each of the sets

M(x), L(x), and M(x) n L(y) are connected for every x and y in X. All these

results can be found in [5].

If X is a locally connected continuum, the cutpoint order on X with zero p is
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defined as follows : let p e X be arbitrary but fixed, and for x e X and y e X define

x<y in case x=p, x—y, or x separates p and y in X. By Lemma 12 of [5], the

cutpoint order is a semicontinuous partial order on X.

A tree is a continuum in which every pair of distinct points can be separated by a

third point. A local tree is a connected space every point of which lies in a neighbor-

hood whose closure is a tree. In [6], Ward has the following characterization of

trees which we shall use repeatedly throughout this paper :

Theorem 2.3. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. A necessary and sufficient

condition that X be a tree is that X admit a partial order, <, satisfying

(i)    < is semicontinuous;

(ii)   < is order dense;

(iii) for x e X, y e X, L(x) n L(y) is a nonvoid chain;

(iv) M(x) — x is an open set, for each x e X.

In proving the necessity of the condition, Ward proves that for each 0 e X,

the cutpoint order on the tree X with zero 0 satisfies (i)-(iv), and he observes

further in [7] that this partial order is the unique partial order on X with zero 0,

satisfying (i)-(iv). Also, in the sequel we shall frequently use the fact (shown in [6])

that a tree is locally connected.

3. Theorem A. In this section we present the lemmas and theorems leading to

the proof of Theorem A.

Lemma 3.1. Let T be a tree with cutpoint order < and zero 0. A point msT is a

maximal element in T if and only if m is an endpoint of T and m^O.

Proof. Suppose m is not an endpoint of T, and 0#iw. Then m is a cutpoint by

Theorem 2.2, and

T-m = A\J B,       A\B,       A # <f> # B,

where we may assume 0 e A. Then there exists x e B, and by the definition of <,

m < x, so m is not maximal.

On the other hand, if m is an endpoint it cannot separate any pair of points.

Thus if m # 0, then m is a maximal element of T.

A continuum is called cyc/ic if it is a prime chain. We note that a compact local

tree is a locally connected continuum.

Lemma 3.2. Let E be a compact, cyclic local tree, let R be a nonvoid open subset

of E such that R is a tree, and let < be the cutpoint order on R with some x in R

as the zero. Then every maximal element of R lies in F(R).

Proof. Suppose on the contrary, that m is a maximal element of R and that

m e R. By Lemma 3.1, m is an endpoint of R, so there exists an open set V such that

meV<=R and F(V) = {a}. Now

E-a = V u (E- V),    V | {E- V),
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and E— V+f since E is cyclic and V^R, a tree in E. This contradicts that E is

cyclic. Thus all maximal elements of R lie in F(R).

Lemma 3.3. Let E be a compact, cyclic local tree, let R be a nonvoid open subset

of E such that R is a tree, and let < be the cutpoint order on R with some x in R

as the zero. If M is a closed, connected chain with xe M^R, then R — M has at

most finitely many components, say Cx,..., Ck, and Cf n M is a single point

/7j = inf Ci, for each i— \,2,..., k.

Proof. Suppose that R — M has infinitely many components, {Ca : a el}. For

each a e I, let ta be a maximal element of < in Ca. (The point ta exists by Lemma

3.2 and by the fact that E is cyclic.) By Lemma 3.2, each t„ lies in F(R). The set

{ta : ae 1} is infinite, so there exists y e F(R) such that y is an accumulation point

of {ta : a el}. Since ye R — M, and since R is locally connected there exists a

connected subset V of R such that y e V, V is open in the relative topology of R,

and V^R-M. Since V is connected, there exists ß e I such that KcQ, but this

means V contains at most one ta, contradicting that y is an accumulation point

of {ta : ae I}. Thus R — M has at most finitely many components, Cx,..., Ck.

Suppose for some integer i, 1 < i < k, there exist a, b e M n Ct, and say a < b.

Since < is order dense, there exists ce M such that a<c<b. This implies

R-c = Akj B, where A\B, x, aeA and b e B. Since CK is connected, Q^A or

C¡<= B, but this is impossible since A n d^fa^B n Ct. Thus C, n M is a singleton

for all /= 1, 2,..., k. But if /j¡ = Ct n M, then pt separates x and C( in R, so pK is

the zero of C¡.

Let A" be a topological space and let n be an integer. A point x of X is said to be

of order <n in X if for every neighborhood U of x there exists a neighborhood

V of x such that F<= {/ and F( F) contains at most n points. A point x in X

is said to have order n if x is of order <n but * is not of order <m for each

m < n. We shall say that x has order at least n if x is not of order < m for m < n.

Theorem 3.4. If E is a compact, cyclic local tree, then there are at most finitely

many points of E which have order at least 3.

Proof. Assume otherwise that E contains an infinite subset A each of whose

points has order at least 3. By compactness, A has an accumulation point x.

Let R be a neighborhood of x such that R is a tree. By Lemma 3.3, R — x has

finitely many components, so at least one such component C has the property

that x is an accumulation point of C n A. The set C = C u {x} is a subtree of R.

The point x is not a cutpoint of C, so by Theorem 2.2 x is an endpoint of C.

Let < be the cutpoint order on C with x as the zero, and let M be a nondegenerate,

closed, connected chain in C, containing x and no maximal elements of C. By

Lemma 3.3,

C-M = \J{Q:i= l,2,...,n},

where the Ct are the components of C-M. The set C( is a subtree of C and has the
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zero element mt relative to <, where m,=C¡ n M by Lemma 3.3. Let

m = inf{m1,..., mn}, say mk=m. Then C—m = Ck u (C—Ck), where Ck \ C—Ck;

so m is a cutpoint, therefore m + x. Now,

U{Cf:i= \,2,...,n}czM(m),

so that L(m) — m = C—M(m) is open in the relative topology of C and contains

infinitely many points of A n C. Further,

L(m)-{x, m] = C-M(m) c R,

so L(m)—{x, m} is open in E. By the order density of <, there exists

y e (L(m)-{x, m}) n ^.

Let Í7 be any connected neighborhood of y such that U<^L(m) — {x, m}. Suppose

there exist distinct points a, b, and c in F(U). Recalling from Theorem 2.3 (iii) that

L(m) is a chain, we may assume without loss of generality that a<b<c, which

implies that there exist sets P and Q such that

C-b = P\J Q,       P\Q,       aeP   and   ceQ.

Since b $ U and U is connected, U<^P or U<=Q, but this is impossible since

a e U and ceU. Thus .F(i/) has at most two elements, which contradicts ye A,

and the proof is complete.

A well-known theorem of R. L. Moore states that every nondegenerate continuum

contains at least two noncutpoints. By an arc in a topological space X, we mean a

subspace of X which is a continuum and has exactly two noncutpoints. In case X

is a metric space, an arc in A' is a homeomorph of the closed unit interval of the

real line.

In the proof of the next theorem and in §4, we will have occasion to use the

following conventional notation : if < and 5j are two partial order relations on a

set X, then for xs X,

L{x, <) = {yeX:y<x},       L{x, *) = {y e X : y S x},

and similarly for M(x, <) and M(x, ^).

Theorem 3.5. A cyclic continuum is a local tree if and only if it is the union of

finitely many arcs, which may meet only at their endpoints.

Proof. Let £ be a compact, cyclic local tree. By Theorem 3.4, there are points

Xi, x2,..., xn of E, where « is a positive integer, such that every point of

E— {xi,..., xn} has order < 2. Since E is cyclic, each point of E— {xx,..., xn}

has order 2. We shall choose n> 1. Let C be a component of E-{x1.xn}.

We wish to show C is an arc. We note first that by the local connectivity of E,

C is open in E and that <f>^F(C)<^{x1,..., xn}.

Let yeC. There exists a neighborhood R of y such that R is a tree, R^C,

and F(R) = {a, b}. Let < be the cutpoint order on R with zero a. By Lemma 3.2,
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b is the only maximal element in R. Thus, for each z e R, a < z < b, so z is a cutpoint,

and therefore R is an arc.

At this point, we need to prove the following lemma :

If R and S are arcs contained in C with endpoints rx, r2 and sx, s2, respectively,

and if both

(R-{rx, r2}) n (S-{sx, s2}) # fa

(R-{rx, r2}) u (S-{slt s2}) <= C,

then R u S is an arc.

Let z e (R—{rx, r2}) n (S—{sx, s2}), let < be the cutpoint order on R with zero z,

and let ^ be the cutpoint order on S with zero z. As a consequence of Lemma 3.1,

L(rx, <) and L(r2, <) are the maximal chains in R, their union being R and their

intersection being {z}. Similar statements hold for L(sx, ¿) and L(s2, è) with

respect to S. Suppose that L(rx, <) does not contain either L(sx, ^) or L(s2, ^),

and that neither L(sx, S) nor L(s2, ;=) contains L(rx, <). If

L(rx, <)^L(sx, â)vL(s2, è),

then there exist u and v distinct from z such that

u e L(rx, < ) n L(sx, ^ ),       ve L(rx, < ) n L(s2, ^ ),

but this is impossible since z would separate u and v in L(rx, <). Then there exist

w e L(rx, <), ae L(sx, ^ ), and b e L(s2, ^ ) such that

w $L(sx, S) u L(s2, S) = S   and   a, b$L(rx, <).

By the closure and order-density of the maximal chains of R and S, we may assume

sx # a, j2 # ¿>, and ^ ^ w. We note that

{z} = L(a, S)nL(b,é)nL(w, <)

and that L(a, ^ ) n L(w, < ) is a closed chain in both /? and S. Let

d = sup [L(a, á) n L(w, <)].

Clearly, aj^d^w, z^dSa, z<d<w, de C, and

L(a, ^) n M(í/, ^) n L(w, <) = {</}.

Suppose d^z. Let Í/ be any neighborhood of d for which

U c C-[Af(a, g) u M(w, <)uL(r2, <)].

By remarks in §2, each of the chains L(a, ^) n M(í/, ^), ¿(w, <) n M(d, <),

and /,(</, <) is connected. Furthermore, each has a point in U and a point in

C— Î7, so that each of the three chains meets F(U). By the preceding paragraph,

the only point any pair of the three chains have in common is de U. Thus F(U)
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contains at least three points, contradicting that d has order 2. We obtain a similar

contradiction if c^z, where

e = sup [L(b, è ) n L(w, < )].

We conclude from the foregoing that

z = sup [L(a, ^) O L(w, <)]

and

z = sup [L(b, S) n L(w, <)].

For any neighborhood U of z for which

0 c C-[A/(a, S) u M(w, <) u M(è, g)]

we have that F(£/) meets each of L(a, ^), L(w, <), and Z,(¿?, ̂ ). But the inter-

section of any pair of these chains is z e U, which again contradicts that z g C

is of order 2. It follows that R u S is an arc.

We may cover C with open sets R such that R <= C and ^ is an arc. By the con-

nectivity of C, for any pair of points/?, q in C, there is a finite family Ru R2,..., Rn

of these open sets such that p e Rx, q e Rn, and

R{ n R, # <¿   if and only if   |i-./| < 2.

By induction on the preceding lemma, Rx u _R2 u • • • u Rn is an arc. Thus any

pair of points of C lie in an open, connected subset of C whose closure is an arc

and is contained in C.

Since E is cyclic, F(C) is nondegenerate. Let x^y be elements of F{C). There

exist neighborhoods U and K of x and j», respectively, such that

Ür\{Xl,x2,...,xn} = {x},       Vn{Xl,...,xn} = {y},       Ün V = </>,

and such that U and V are trees. If < is the cutpoint order on U with zero x,

and if a e Í7 n C, then L(a) is a closed, connected chain and hence is an arc.

Since Un {xu ..., *„}={*}, and since L(a) — x is connected, then L(a) — x lies

in a component of £—{x1;..., xn}, namely C. Thus L(a) = A is an arc in C from

x to a. Similarly, we obtain an arc B in C from j to some beV n C. From the

preceding paragraph there is an arc J in C from a to ¿>, so by the lemma Au Tu B

is an arc in C from xio y. If de C, then there exists an open subset R of C such

that a, de R and .R is an arc contained in C. By the lemma, R u (^ u Tu 5) is

an arc. Since the endpoints of R lie in C, R<=AuTu B. Thus Cc^uTui,

but since Au Tu Bis closed, C=iuiui, and F(C)={x, y}.

It remains to show that the components of E—{xi,x2,...,x„} are finite in

number. We may choose neighborhoods R±, R2.Rn of xu x2,..., xn respec-

tively, such that R¡ is a tree (i'= 1,2,...,«) and Rtr\ Rj=<f> for i// By Lemma 3.3
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for each i=\,2,...,m, Rt-Xi has finitely many components, each of which is

contained in a component of E-{xx, x2,..., xn}. It is clear that each component

of E—{xx,x2,...,xn} must contain points of at least two of the sets Rt—xt.

This proves that a compact, cyclic local tree has the stated properties of the

theorem. The converse is obvious.

We shall call the decomposition of a compact, cyclic local tree E into arcs

whose endpoints are {xx,..., xn} (n>2), the arc-decomposition of E. In case E

has no points of order at least 3, the foregoing shows that E is the union of two

arcs with endpoints xx and x2, where xx and x2 are arbitrarily chosen in E, and

therefore £ is a "simple closed curve." Otherwise, xx,..., xn are the points of

order at least 3 in E, and the arc-decomposition is unique.

We shall say a space X is regular in case if x e U^X, and if U is open, then there

exists a neighborhood V of x such that V<^ U and F(V) is finite. By [1, p. 140],

a tree is regular, and consequently a local tree is also regular.

Theorem 3.6. A necessary and sufficient condition that a locally connected con-

tinuum be a local tree is that it have at most finitely many prime chains, each of

which is the union of finitely many arcs meeting only at their endpoints.

Proof. For the necessity, let A" be a compact local tree, and let x e X. From the

remarks preceding the statement of the theorem, there exists a neighborhood V

of x such that F is a tree and such that F( V) is a finite set. Then

X-F(V) = V u (A"- F),       V\X-V.

If £ is a prime chain of X, then E n (X— V)¥=fa If E n V^fa then since E is

cyclic and connected, E n F(V) must contain at least two points, and no other

prime chain of X can contain these same two points. Since F(V) is finite, V meets

at most finitely many prime chains of X.

We may cover X with such neighborhoods, each of which meets at most finitely

many prime chains. This cover admits a finite subcover, so there can be at most

finitely many prime chains in X. The remainder of the proof of the necessity of the

condition follows from Theorem 3.5.

Let A be a locally connected continuum with at most finitely many prime chains

satisfying the condition of the theorem. If X has no prime chains, then A is a tree.

Suppose X has prime chains Ex,..., E„. If xe X—(EX u ■ • • u En), then let U

be a connected neighborhood of x with

D c X-(Ex\J---KJEn).

For any pair of points of U, there exists ze X such that z separates the pair in X.

By connectivity of U, z e U, so U is a tree. Suppose then that x lies in one or more

prime chains of X, say x e Ex n • • • n Ek, k<n. As a consequence of Theorem

3.5, there exists a connected neighborhood U of x such that U n Et is a tree for

each /= 1, 2,..., k. If a pair of points y and z in U do not lie in the same prime
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chain of X, then some w in X separates y and z in X, and by the connectivity of U,

w e U; thus U is a tree.

4. Theorem B. A few short lemmas lead to the second characterization of local

trees.

Lemma 4.1. Let X be a continuum which admits a semicontinuous, order dense

partial order <, and let X have a zero. If E is aprime chain of X, then E has a unique

minimal element.

Proof. Since E is compact, E has a minimal element. Suppose x¥=y are minimal

elements of £. The zero of X lies in L(x) n L{y), which is closed in X. Let w be a

maximal element of L(x) n L(y), let K be a maximal chain in L(x) n M(w),

and let y be a maximal chain in L(y) n M(w). Since X is order dense, K and /

are connected. Further, K n J={w}. By connectivity, no pair of points of E u K u J

can be separated by any point of X, so K u J<^E, which implies x=w=y, contra-

dicting x^y. Thus E has a unique minimal element.

Let X be a topological space, and let < be a semicontinuous partial order on X.

For x and y in X, we write

x\\y   if and only if   x £ y   and   y £ x.

Throughout the sequel, N will represent the set of all points y e X such that there

exists be X, b<y, and y e F(M(b)). Note that for each xeX, F(M(x))<^{x} u N.

Finally, for A<^X, we shall let max A denote the set of maximal elements of A

and let min A denote the set of minimal elements of A.

Lemma 4.2. Let X be a continuum which admits a semicontinuous partial order <

such that X is order dense and has a zero, 0. If x, p and q are elements of X, p< x,

q<x, and p\\q, then there exist connected chains P and Q, containing p and q,

respectively, such that P n Q = {a, b}, where a is the maximal element ofP and of Q,

and b is the minimal element of P and of Q. Furthermore, aeN, and Pu Q is

contained in a prime chain of X.

Proof. Let P' and Q' be maximal chains in L(x) containing/) and q, respectively.

Then

x e A = M(p) n M(q) n P' n Q',

0 e B = L(p) n L(q) nP' n Q',

and A and B are nonvoid closed chains in X. Let 6 = max B and a = min A. Then

b<p, q<a. Letting

P = M(b) n L(a) r\P',       Q = M(b) n L(a) n Q',

we have P n Q={a, b}, max/'=a = max Q, min/,=è = min Q, peP and q e Q.

By the connectivity of P and Q, every neighborhood of a meets each of P — a

and Q-a, so a eF(M(p)), and therefore aeN. Also by connectivity, no pair of

points in Pu Q can be separated by any point of X.
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Lemma 4.3. Let X be a continuum which admits a semicontinuous, order dense

partial order having a zero 0, such that N is a finite set. If x e X—N and x^O,

then there exists b<x such that M(b) n L(x) is a chain, and M(b) n N= M(x) n N.

Proof. Leta<x. If M(a) n L(x) is not a chain, then there exist p,qe M(a)r\L(x)

such that/>||<7, and by Lemma 4.2, M (a) O L(x) n N^<j>. Let

n e max [M(a) n L(x) n A7].

Then a<n<x, and by applying Lemma 4.2 again, we have that M(n)C\L(x)

is a chain. Thus, by choosing a e X with n<a<x, we have M (a) n L(x) n N=<f>,

and M (a) n £(*) is a chain. Suppose

(M(a)-M(x))n/V = {«!,...,«„}.

For each i'= 1, 2,..., k, aeL(n¡) n M(a) n L(x). Thus

[L(nj) u • • ■ u L(Mfc)] n Af (a) n L(x)

is a nonvoid, closed chain in Af (a) n L(x). Let

/> = max [(jL(«i) U • • • U L(nk)) n Af(a) n £(*)].

For some 1 <j<k, p eL(n¡) n M (a) n L(x), so «, e M(p) — M(x), and a<p<x.

Now letting eel, p<b<x, we have Af(¿>) n N=M{x) n TV, and M(è) n L(x)

is a chain.

Lemma 4.4. If X is a continuum with a semicontinuous, order dense partial order

having a zero 0, and ifN is finite, then every maximal element of aprime chain of X

lies in N.

Proof. Suppose m is a maximal element of a prime chain E of X, and suppose

m $ N. By Lemma 4.3, there exists be X, b<m such that M (m) n 7V= M(b) n A7,

furthermore, for any x e X, if b<x<m, then M(x) n N=M{m) n Ar.

We claim b<eor e<b, where e = min £. (The existence of c is assured by Lemma

4.1.) Suppose e|6. By Lemma 4.2 there exist connected chains P and Q containing

b and e, respectively, such that Pn Q={c, d}, where c<e<d, and such that

Pu Q lies in a prime chain. This implies Pu QCE, which contradicts e = min £.

Thus our claim is established, and we may choose de X such that e<d<m and

b<d.

We claim next that M(m) n A7^^, for otherwise, Af(i/) n N=M(m) n A^=^

implies F(Af(</)) = {¿}, and therefore ¿ is a cutpoint of Jf, separating A" into dis-

joint open sets M(d) — d and X—M(d), one of which contains e and the other m,

a contradiction that £ is a prime chain.

Let M(m) n N={nu ..., nk}. For each i'= 1, 2,..., k, m<nt and Af(w) n £

={wi}, so there exists x¡eí such that

I-ii = il|U4       A(\Bt,       me Au       nteBt.
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By the connectivity of M (m) n L(n¿), we have nj<x(<n,. We claim OeAt for

each i, for otherwise if 0 e B¡ for some i, then by the connectivity of L(m), 0<x¡<m,

which contradicts m<x¡. Similarly, for each t e Bh OeA¡ implies x¡<r, so

Bi<=M(Xi). Letting

fi = fi1u£2u---ufik,

we have that B is open and

M(d) nN = M(m) n /V c B <= y {//(*,) : i = 1, 2,..., *} c ¿/(m) c M(î/).

Therefore /r(M(í/))={í/}, which leads to the same contradiction of the preceding

paragraph. Thus each maximal element of a prime chain of X lies in N.

Corollary 4.5. With the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4, X has at most finitely many

prime chains.

Proof. Suppose a maximal element of a prime chain E of X is also a maximal

element for a prime chain G of X. By an application of Lemma 4.2, min E= min G,

so that E=G. Every prime chain has a maximal element; the maximal elements of

prime chains lie in N; and N is a finite set.

Lemma 4.6. If X is a locally connected continuum, and if E is a prime chain of X,

then for each point p e X— E there exists a unique point e of E such that e separates

p and E—e in X.

Proof. Let < be the cutpoint order on X with zero p, let qe E, and let

C = {xe X: x separates p and q in X} u {p, q}.

By [8, (1.31) and (4.2) on p. 43 and p. 51], C is a compact chain in X. For each

ve C—{p, q}, we have the separation

X- v = Av u Bv,       pe Av,       q e Bv,

and we may assume Av is a connected set. Further, since E—v is connected,

E-v^Bv. Let

A - U(4,: ve C-{p, q}},       B=f){Bv:ve C-{p, q}}.

Then X=A u B, E<=B, A is open, and B is closed. Further A n B=fa so since

X is connected A~ C\ B^fa Let x e A n fi. Then every connected neighborhood of

x contains infinitely many points of C-{p, q}, but this means xeC. Clearly,

either x=q or x = max (C-q). Since C is a chain, {x} = A r\ B, and x separates/)

and E—x in A\ If x e £, then let e = x. Suppose x £ E. Then no point of A" separates

x and 9, so x and q lie in a prime chain GJ=E. It readily follows that G n £={<?},

and that q separates p and E—q in A'. Whence in the case x<£ E, let e=q. That e

is unique is easily proved.
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Theorem 4.7. A necessary and sufficient condition that a compact Hausdorff

space X be a local tree is that X admit a partial order < such that

(i)  < is semicontinuous;

(ii) < is order dense;

(iii) For x e X and y e X, L(x) n L(y) is the nonvoid union of finitely many

chains ;

(iv) The set N is finite.

Proof. (Sufficiency). If x and y are minimal elements of X, then L(x) n L(y)^</>

implies x=y. Thus A" has a zero, 0. By [5, Theorem 5, p. 151] A" is connected, and

therefore A" is a continuum satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 4.3.

By the corollary on p. 104 of [9], a locally compact, connected Hausdorff

space cannot fail to be locally connected at only finitely many points; we shall

show X is locally connected at each point of X— (N u {0}). This will be done

using the theorem on p. 104 of [9], which states in part that a sufficient condition

that a locally compact, connected Hausdorff space S be locally connected is that

if two points x and y of S lie in a component of an open subset G of S, then x and y

lie in a subcontinuum of G.

Let a e X—(N u {0}). By Lemma 4.3, there exists beX such that b<a,

M(b) n L(a) is a chain, and M(b) n N=M(a) n N. Let

S = M(b)~\J{M(n) : n e M(b) n N}.

Clearly, S is locally compact as a subspace of X, and S—b is open in X (since

F(M(b))<=N<u{b}). Further, S is connected since for all xeS, M(b) n L(x) is

connected and is contained in S. If we show S is locally connected, then S—b is

locally connected and is open in X, whence A is locally connected at a.

Let x and y be two points of S which lie in a component C of an open subset G

of S. Either x and y are related by < or they are not. Suppose x<y. Let zeS

such that x<z<y. The sets (M(z) — z) n G and G—M(z) are open and disjoint

in S, and each meets C; since their union is G—z we have zeC. Thus

M(x) n L(y)<= C, and M(x) n L(y) is a subcontinuum of G. On the other hand,

suppose x\y. If max [L(x) n L(y)] is nondegenerate, then by Lemma 4.2 we have

f+L(x) n A/(b) n A'c.s, which contradicts the definition of S. Let

t = sup [L(x) n LO01-

For z e S and /<z<x, we have that the sets (M(z) — z) n G and G—M(z) are

open and disjoint in S, and xe (M(z) —z) n G, y eG — M(z), so zeC Thus

(Af(i) n Z,(x))-rcc. Similarly, we have (M(t) n L(y))-1<= C. If we show f e C,

then we have that M(t) n (L(x) u L(j)) is a subcontinuum of G containing x and >>.

Let

A = (J {(A/(z)-z) n S : f < z < x}.

We claim v4 o 5=/í u {/}. Suppose on the contrary that there exists me(A — A)n S

and w ̂  /. Since Ä<=M(t), t < m. Let pe S and t<p<m. We have /m £ Z O Af (/?),
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and therefore A n M(p)^</>, for otherwise m e F(M(p)) so me N, which contra-

dicts me S. Now there exists q e S with t <q<x and

(t) Sn(M(q)-q)nM(p)ï<f>.

Sincep<m and m$ A, q<p. If p<q, then t<p<q<x implies/) e A, and therefore

me A, which is impossible. Thus p\\q, but (t) and Lemma 4.2 imply S n N^<f>,

a contradiction. Whence our claim is established that A n S=A u {t}. Now,

G-t = (Gr\A)u(G-I),

x e G c\ A, ye G—A, and A \ (G — A), so teC. With our previous remarks we have

that X is locally connected.

By Corollary 4.5, X has at most finitely many prime chains, and we may assume

X has at least one since otherwise X is a tree. If £ is a prime chain of X, we shall

show £ is the union of finitely many arcs which may meet only at their endpoints.

By Lemma 4.4, max £ is finite, say max E={mu ..., mk}. By (iii), L(mt) is the

union of finitely many chains; we may assume they are maximal chains (and

hence connected) in L(m¡). By Lemma 4.1, £ has a unique minimal element, e,

and eeL(m¡) for all i = 1, 2,..., k. Let K be a maximal chain in L(m() n M(e).

We wish to show K^E. Suppose there exists u e K—E. Then there exists veX

such that

X-v = Au B,       A\B,       ueA,       e e B.

The maximal chain K is connected, so v e K. Since L(u) n K is a connected chain

and contains e, e<v<u, and v^mt. If «i, e B, then since M(u) n K is connected

and contains m¡ we have u<v<m¡, a contradiction. Thus m¡e A, but this means v

separates «if and e, which is also a contradiction. Thus we must conclude K^E,

and therefore

L(mt) n M(e) = £(«!,) n £

is the union of finitely many connected chains, maximal in £ Now since

£ = [Lfnti) u • • • u L(mk)] n £,

£ is the union of finitely many connected chains, maximal in £, say C1;..., Cn.

If «= 1, then our result is obtained. We shall assume then that n > 1.

For each i'= 1, 2,..., n, let

A = Ç-LKQ: i*j,j= 1,2,...,«}.

Let P be a nondegenerate component of D{. The closure of P lies in C¡, so in its

relative topology P has at most two noncutpoints p<q. Therefore P is an arc

with endpoints p and q. If q e max £, then g e N by Lemma 4.4. If q $ max £,

then for someyVi, 1 </'<«, each neighborhood of q meets C,; thus qe Cj. The
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set C¡ n (L(q)-q) is connected, and every neighborhood of q meets C, n (L(q)-q).

If zeP,p<z<q, and if we show

Jlf(z)nC,n(I<9)-$) = *,

then q e F(M(z)), and therefore q e N. Suppose there exists a point

yeM(z)r\Cjn(L(q)-q).

Then we have z<y<q. If y e Ch then by the connectivity of P, yeP since j

separates z and ¿7 in C¡; but y $ P since _y £ Ct and fc /),. Thus z, >>, and <? lie in

some Cm with m + i, but this contradicts z e P<^ D¡. Hence the maximal element q

of each F lies in N. Since £ n A*1 is finite, it follows that the set of all F as /' runs

from 1 to n is finite. Any isolated point of P) {C¡: /= 1, 2,..., n} lies in some P.

If ß is a nondegenerate component of r){C¡: i'=l,2, ...,r} with endpoints

p < q, then Q is an arc and either p = e or p e N by an analysis similar to that on P.

Thus the number of P's and g's is finite, they cover £, and no two have any

points in common except possibly endpoints. By Theorem 3.6, the proof of the

sufficiency of the condition is complete.

(Necessity). Let A" be a compact local tree. Choose and fix some point 0 of X,

and let <x be the cutpoint order on X with zero 0. If X has no prime chains, then

A" is a tree, and <! satisfies (i)-(iv) by Theorem 2.3. Assume then that X has

prime chains. We shall define a relation <2 on each prime chain, and then we shall

define < to be a "sum" of <x and <2.

Let £ be a prime chain of X. There exists a unique point ein E such that e <x x

for all x e £ by Corollary 4.6 or by the fact that 0 £ £ Let {Ax,..., Ak} be an arc-

decomposition of £ (Theorem 3.5), and let D be the set of endpoints of Ax,..., Ak.

We shall assume e e D, since otherwise e lies on a unique Ah which can be decom-

posed into two arcs each having e as an endpoint ; then the two arcs can be added

to the collection {Ax,..., Ak}, At can be deleted, and e can be added to D. The

language of graph theory [2, pp. 1-30] is most convenient for our present purposes,

and we realize £ as a graph with vertices D and edges {Ax,..., Ak}. As is customary,

if Ai has endpoints x and y, then we write A{ = (x, y). Using a concept of distance

between vertices [2, p. 27], let

Gi^{veD: dist [e, v] = i}.

Since D is finite and £ is connected, there exists a positive integer m such that

D = G0 u Gx u • • • u Gm,

G0={e}, Gf<f> for each z'=0, 1,..., m, and the sets G0, Gx,...,Gm are pairwise

disjoint. We linearly order each G¡ in some arbitrary (then fixed) manner by a

relation -< and then define x<3y for x, y e D in case either

(1) x e G¡ and y e Gt, x<y, and there exists an edge (x, y) in £; or

(2) x e G¡, yeGj+x (0<j<m), and there exists an edge (x, y) in E.
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Clearly, for each edge AK = (a, b), a<zb or b<3a. We now define <2 on £ as

follows: x<2y in case

(1) x and y lie on the same edge (a, b) of £ with a<3b, and x = a or x separates

a and y in the arc (a, b) ; or

(2) x and y do not lie on the same edge, and there exists a (graph) path

(a0, a1,...,an)(n>l) such that x £ (a0, ax), y e (an _ 1; an), and a0 <3a1 <8 ■ • ■ <3 an.

The relation <2 is defined in this manner on each prime chain £ of X. We

note that two distinct points of X are related by <2 only if they lie in the same

prime chain, and that each prime chain £ has a unique minimal element, namely e.

Further, <2 is anti-symmetric and transitive on each prime chain. Now for

x, ye X, we define x<y in case x<xy, x<2y, or there exists zeX such that

x<2z<xy.

In order to show that < is transitive, it suffices to consider two cases: x<1y<2z

and x<2y<2z. In the first case x<xz, for if x^O, then x separates 0 and y in X.

If x g £, and £ is the prime chain containing y and z, then x = min £, whence

x<xz. If x^ £, then x separates 0 and £, andx^z. In the casex<2>'<2z, x and j

lie in a prime chain £, and y and z lie in a prime chain G. If £=G, then x<2z.

Suppose Ey^G. Then £ n G={>>}, and there exists we X such that

X-w = Ru S,       R\S,       xeR,       zeS.

Since each of E—w and G — w is connected, we have E—w<=R and G—vv^S;

whence j = h\ Now, min£<1.y, min EeR, and therefore 0 e R, which implies

y<xz. Therefore x<2y<xz or x<z.

The antisymmetry of < follows readily from the following little lemma :

(*) i/£ is a prime chain containing a and b, and if a<2 b <x c, then b is the unique

point of E which separates c and E—b in X. Furthermore, if

X-b = Au B,       A\B,       E-b^A,       ceB,       thenOeA.

Considering the first assertion, b^O, so by hypothesis

X-b=PuQ,       P\Q,       OeP,       ceQ.

Since min E<xb and £— b is connected, E—baP. The point b is unique by Lemma

4.6. The second statement of the lemma follows from min£<1è<1c. Thus the

relation < is a partial order on X.

By [5, Lemma 12, p. 156], <x is a semicontinuous partial order. We shall write

M(x) = M(x, <) and L(x)=L(x, <). Let xeX. Suppose y $ M(x). The point

sets Af(x, <i) and Af(x, <2) are closed in X, and M(x, <x) u M(x, <2)<= Af(x), so

there exist open, connected subsets W and y of I such that the following are

satisfied: y e Yn W; for all v e Y, x£xv; and for all w e W, x<2w. Let U be a

connected neighborhood of y contained in Y n W. Suppose for some veil,

there exists zeX such that x<2z<1t> (equality is not possible). Then

X-z = Au B,       A\B,       OeA,       veB.
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Since U is connected and z$W'n Y, y e U<=-B. This means z<xy, but x<2z<ij

implies y e M(x), a contradiction. Hence U^X—M(x), and M(x) is a closed set

in X. L(x) is closed since L(x, <x) is closed, and since L(x)—L(x, <x) is void or the

finite union of closed subsets of prime chains.

To verify the order-density of <, it suffices to consider two cases: x<xy and

x<2y. If x<2y, then the existence of z such that x<2z<2jis immediate from the

definition of <2. Suppose x<xy. If x and y lie in a prime chain £, then x = min £

and x<2 y. Otherwise if x and y do not lie in a prime chain there exists z £ A" which

separates x and y in X, from which we obtain x<xz<xy, see [8, (1.31) p. 43].

We shall show (iv) that N is finite by showing that each element of A is a vertex

in some prime chain of A". Let xeN, so that there exists be X such that b<x

and xeF(M(b)). We claim b<2x. For if b<xx, then xeF(M(b)) implies è^O,

and

X-b = A\J B,       A\B,       OeA,       xeB,

and therefore B^M(b). But B is open in X, which contradicts that xeF(M(b)).

On the other hand, if there exists zeX such that b<2z<xx, then by the lemma

at(*)

X-z = A\JB,       A\B,       Oe/1   and   xeB,

and again we obtain a contradiction of the fact that xe F(M(b)). Thus b<x

and x e F(M(b)) imply b<2x, and therefore b and x lie in a prime chain £ of A".

Clearly, fe Xand b<f<x imply x£F(M(f)) and/££. Thus we may assume

without loss of generality that b and x lie on the same edge (a, d) of £, and

a<b<x<d. We wish to show x = d. Suppose xj^d. Let Ube a connected neighbor-

hood of x such that U is a tree and such that

A = Ü n (a, d) = Ü n £,

where ¿> < min ^4 < x < max A < d. Clearly, A is an arc, a chain in (a, d). We claim

min ,4 = min U, for if v e U—E, then by Lemma 4.6 there exists a unique zeE

such that

X-z = P\JQ,       P\Q,       E-zcp,       VeQ.

By the connectivity of U, z e U, and thus z e A. Since min £ £ A, we have min £^z,

and therefore 0 <£ £) by Lemma 4.6. Hence z <x v, from which we obtain min A < v.

Now we have

xeU c M(min A) <= M(b),

which implies x ^ F(M(b)), a contradiction. Thus x = ¿/, whence A is finite.

To verify (iii), it suffices to show that L(x) is the union of finitely many chains

for each xe X. If p, q e L(x) and if p\\q, then by Lemma 4.2 p and q lie in a prime

chain of X. Let Ex, E2,...,En be those prime chains of X which meet L(x). Each
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element of L(x) — (EX u ■ • • u £„), lies in every maximal chain of £(x). By con-

struction of <, each £¡ is the union of finitely many chains maximal in £i( so it

readily follows that L(x) is the union of finitely many maximal chains of L(x),

the number of which is at most the total number of maximal chains in the prime

chains EX, E2,..., En.
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